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Sparkling consumers find
reasons to pop the pandemic cork
Despite being hit early in the pandemic, sparkling wine is proving resilient, writes Laurie Wespes, CEO of Snooper.
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cent growth in sparkling sales value, and that premium
domestic sparkling sales grew by 20 per cent in the
latest quarter compared to five per cent over the same
period last year.
Premiumisation is evident in fridge space.
Snooper’s Sparkling Research in January this year
indicated that there rightly was more space allocated
to the sparkling category during the festive season. In
Cellarbrations, for instance, nearly two thirds of stores
had more than 10 fridge facings of sparkling wines,
with top brands driving the growth at the premium
end being Grant Burge and Chandon.
This appears to be following a longer term trend.
Treasury Wine Estate’s Marketing and Category
Director ANZ, Ben Culligan, notes that over the past

per cent of total sparkling value sales (and grew at
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Given the premiumisation trend discussed above,
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varietal and price points to then face up, or over-face,
Prosecco and Blanc de Blanc SKUs relative to their

Category management
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Snooper’s ‘How to win during key selling weeks’ report

As consumers look to socialise and celebrate

- looking at category and brand share of displays -

relative freedoms over the coming festive season,

indicated a tripling of sparkling wine’s share of displays

brands and retailers can look to increase both

from November to January 2021, at 18 per cent, versus
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its six per cent share in September. Given both the
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of purchase and spend through premiumisation.

December quarter need to be maximised.
Looking at space allocation, Snooper’s sparkling
research in May 2021 indicated that around 30 per
cent of total wine space was devoted to sparkling,
although there are obviously variations by banner.
In Australia, Australian sparkling contributes 56

“Whilst sales
volume of sparkling
wines initially
dropped, spend
per transaction
increased as
consumers looked to
treat themselves (in
the absence of other
things to spend their
money on).”
Laurie Wespes
CEO
Snooper
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